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The 1983 Parnassus is a celebration of the magic of imagination. Samuel
Taylor Coleridge speaks of imagination as the "Soul" of poetry and that which
"forms all into one graceful and intelligent whole." He defines the poet
a_s one who "brings the whole soul of man /all his faculties/ into activity...
/and/ diffuses a tone and spirit of unity, that blends, and, as it were,
fuses, each into each, by that synthetic and magical power...imagination."
Coleridge's perception is both accurate and illuminating. Man's ability to
create lies not only in the light of his reason, or the power of his passion,
but in the leap of his imagination. It is that magical faculty which can
create that which does not exist, can perceive that which is unseen, and
can discern form, beauty, and meaning in apparent choas. When that-whichonce-was lies shattered in pieces, the power of imagination aids man in
discerning new forms and unities. Hence, new forms merge out of old, and
the human mind is ever creating. When need, circumstances, emotion, and
human-will challenge the power of the imagination, who can predict the
product?
The reader should know that Parnassus consists of selected student
responses to the Parnassus Literary Contest sponsored by Taylor's Department
of English. This year, as in the past, T.S.O. provided prize money for the
winning entries, and the English Department under the capable leadership of
Dr. William Fry provided money for publication. Since the first contest in
1980, students with diverse interests and goals have responded well to the
contest. This year students completed in three categories: poetry, story,
and essay. The literary winners of this contest are highlighted at the
beginning of this publication.
Gratitude for a job well done goes to all who helped make this effort
possible. Vicky Mueller served as student editor. Harvey Warwick served
as contributing artist, and these two along with Lynn Bailey, Lisa Calvin,
Margie Gowman, and Teresa Sheffler constituted the editorial staff. A
commendable group of students! (Enjoy the pizza!) Members of the English
department who spent several hours conscientiously reading and judging the
student entries were Edward Dinse, Marith Bicksler, and Ken Swan. Perhaps
the greatest of all is the unsung heroine Rhonda Gretillat who served us
so well as secretary and typist. Merci.

Dr. Ken Swan
Sponsor
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Through The Eyes Of The Necromancer
Magical tower
Spienbib in solitube
Hieing up out of the bIue - anb -wfji t e cfjeckereb p l a i n
Sentinel ftone lion®
Watch from the gateway with unsleeping eyes
Plumeb solbiers march nearby
Sworbs flashing i n tfje sun
Magnificent in their martial array.
Partner out on the plain
Unicorns frolic while griffons anb wyverns
Cavort overheab
Across the river
The c i t y ' s ancient wall
Marches along tfje ebge of an olb forest
Few venture to go i n
For i t i s saib tfjat these woobs are encfjanteb.
Within the city wall
Up o n tfje f J U l t o p
The royal palace stanbs, crowneb with magnificence
Courtiers ricfjly garbeb
In velvet, leather anb burgunby
C^ase winsome maibens
Through f o l i a t e arches unber sapphire bomes
Fantastic fountains
Delightful to tfje eye
Shoot their spray skywarb to shower back bown
Steel-clab sentries
Posteb throughout the hells
Patrol the palace with unceasing vigilance.
Within the great square
Illusionists probuce bazzling visions
While wanbering minstrels anb barbs strum their instruments
Singing of faraway places
Anb heroic beebs
All for the great lorbs anb l a b i e s who gather here
Splenbib fanfare rings out through the assembleb crowb
Causing a l l eyes to turn towarb the throne room boors
As the king e n t e r s with hi* royal retinue
Everyone else kneels.
Cinnamon cloubs f l o a t by
Over this magic lanb
As afternoon fabes anb then becomes evening
When the s u n ' s f i n a l rays
(jive a reb glow to the tower's west face
later on in the night
A single lantern shines from i t s topmost winbow
All else is bark.
I t lights the stuby of a young necromancer
Skilleb in a l l magic intenbeb for goob
All of hi* *pell books
3

Anb magical in#fruments:
TUanbs, s t a v e s , anb c r y s t a l b a l l s
Potions anb talismans
Vials anb amulets
Are fjere, arrangeb a l l in perfect array
yet ffjey remain unuseb;
F o r f}e w a s t o l b fje m u s t l i v e i n a n o t h e r w o r l b
A so-calleb "real" one
Dull anb unmagical
Tfjey c a l l fjim a breamer tfjere
Saying fje must grow up
Anb l e a r n to sfjoulber fjis flesponsibiItttes
Tfjey b o n ' t believe i n fjis
Magic abilities.
But fje $ a s voweb by a l l fje fjolbs most precious
Tfjat fje w i l l f i n b a way
To r e t u r n t o fjt# fjome
Hopefully not alone
Ulcere fje w i l l wage war
Upon ffje grim giant calleb Ignorance
Wfjo g u a r b s tfje g a t e w a y l e a b i n g f r o m B e a l i t y
Into tfje fjigfjer realms of Possibility
Tfiat extenb from Tomorrow up towarb Infinity.

Harvey Warwick

PeAhectlon
To be peAhect would b e an eAAOA.
WondeAA appear In ImpeAhectlo n*.
Solitary AOU IA filnd gold
embedded In ImpeAhect b^oneb
oveAtuAned, but oveAlooked by many.
The king waiting upon the goldeq hhoAe
e b c a p e b the un^ettened beauty oh day b end,
by coveting the horizon h 0 / i hl& glided Ahlp.
To be peAhect would be an CAAOA.
Too many dayb joy lh lo&£,
Tan. too hew memoAleA captured,
seeking h 0 / L the pen.he.at In a
£ e b b than peAhect, but glonlou b would.
Vicky MuelleA
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CANTICLE OF THE INCARNATION OF PRAISE
Their voices were lifted in praise
before the Lifemaker
and the praise was received
and returned:
good measure
pressed down
shaken together
running over.
Ahj

Joy.
An ecstacy of love and light and timelessness.
And we spun
and whirled
and danced,
we were overcome at the awefull love and grace
and fell down to worship
Oh.. /
Let the words in my song
be Joy to You3 my Creator of creators.
And all the worlds
received the manifestation of His love and
rejoiced.
And the galaxies
joined in the praise-dance:
the song they sang
was like none other
yet in all others
and everyman could sing it
yet it had belonged to just One.
The Love was in all

through all

All.
And the spark union that leaped
between the throne of the Lifemaker
and the dust of the mortal
remained forever fused.
Heidi Halterman

A Nonth Wood'A Evening
Softly the waten lapt upon the stocky thone,
the moonlight glittent on hen gentle. wavet.
Nettled In among the pinet a tmall campfiine glowt blight,
itt golden filamet wanm heant and tout.
The to^t munmun ofi the evening bneeze
whitpent among the topt ofi the binch and pinet.
The centen o£ the little {ine burnt hot
at the Minnetota night coolt down to tleep.
The tweet anoma o^ coi^ee and pipe tobacco lingent in the ain
tetting one't mind at eate.
The dancing jinelight thnowt ofi {, fiaint and obtcune thadowt,
nevealing the lacet o £ the young men.
Some ofi the membent teem to be deep in thought at they ttane
at the centen. o{> the iine,
othent ane atleep.
Thein contented eyet expnett thein gneat accomplithment,
thein unity, thein pnide.
At the fiine cnacklet and ttuttent,
the £lamet begin to bunn low and the ned embent whitpen
tecnett to the tneet.
To thete young men, it it the wildennett whene cneation becomet
to neal, to wondenfiul, to immente;
hene among thein God.
Jamet Teela
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Desktop CaAvings
I've neveA made caAvings on the desktop,
But: I have lead them nonetheless.
It'A theAe I hind the daily nam
And leaJin the lessons oh yesteAyeaA.
blew loves cute bAoadcast in blight, hAesh ink,
White old loves have blended dimly into the gAain.
The losing team oh this season is wnitten pAoudly,
But obviously corner h*om eaAlieA days than last night's victoA.
I've leaAned the slang, tunes, and heAoes oh the times.
I've smiled a t the timeless pleas oh despeAation
And pondeAed the accuAacy oh accusations made.
I' v e t a k e n i n a l l o h t h i s , b u t n e v e A g i v e n b a c k .
To A what MAthy message should I shaAe
With the students that wilt hollow me?

Lisa Calvin

'IDSa t S S a l l

I TDrife?"

TUSuf * $ a l l I w r i t e ?
T o r my g r e a t e s t b e s i r e I s t o expose
tfje bepfS anb riches of your love.
I Suve been warneb
t§at wSaf goes i n , will grow out,
anb I §ave a fear of sinful empSusis.
So Sow can I express you?
Can I k e e p my worbs f r e e o f
references to tSl» worlb's materialistic reality?
I am frappeb i n worbs,
Trappeb i n fSo language of men,
wSlcS bemanbs flesSly expression.
No image s t r i k e s me s t r o n g e r
fSan ff}e c o n c e i t s of Donne.
"His e a r f S y b i c t i o n a p p e a l s t o my e a r f S bounb minb .
But Sow can I bemean you?
Is if possible to express you
using tSo crube anb vulgar language of
Alreaby I Suve calleb
your love, "ricSes,"
f S e l o v e o f w S l c S i * f*)® r o o f
But Sow e l s e express you?
SSoulb I remain silent?
I cannot!
I must not anb

of

men?

all evil.

I sSull not!

Forgive me t o r b ,
I must in worbs your glory incarnate,
anb present your love in fSe form of men.
Carole TisSor
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APATHY

A busted, rusted beer can
rots between two roses,
and babies are born broken
as man's conscience closes.
A world of hollow laughter
and men too drunk to stand;
a silent sleeping spirit
haunts hollow, barren lands.
A day without a sunrise
a year without a spring,
and man's calm, crippled conscience
like a phone that doesn't ring.
A busted, rusted beer can
rots between two roses
and far beneath the flowers
lies man--alone he dozes.

MemoA.y o6 a Roae
What'6 the point?
Can you glue me a 6ound A.ea*on
fioA. going on fisiom he/ie?
JUIt

,

,

a IE.NI n o t e t { o n me t o p n e t t -en a D O O R .
But then t e l l me,
what am I t o do with t h e bio ken petali
that i t a l n the paget
a{ten you ane gone?
A g l n l cannot l i v e {on t h e memony o{ a n o t e .
Wouldn't I t be eatlen
neven to tmell the poignant icent
on ttnoke the tllky petal?
Fon then,I would neven {eel the pain o( t h e thonn.
Julie Penez
Polling Down A H l l l t l d e
Rolling
Man and
Rolling
Rolling

down a h l l l t l d e I n cnazy joy,
woman, l i k e glnl and boy.
oven and oven, they laugh t o hand,
t o the bottom and a tweet netand.

At the {oot o{ the h l l l i , they l i e In laughten,
Theln happy eyet meeting, both be(ohe and a{ten
They k l t t one anothen In gentleneit, then pattlon,
Then n l t e up t o go onwand, In the l i k e and joy{ul (athlon.
Flowing oven with Ll(e and Light Inilde,
While tanking about the countnyilde.
With ttnaw In theln haln and team In theln eyet,
They thanked God {on Love and a day o{ b l u e t k l e t .
On t h e bottom o( t h e h i l l , t h e y n e i t peace{ully I n joy,
The man and woman, l i k e glnl and boy.
They thane a loving k l t t , then get up t o n l t e ,
A m a z e d a t H i t g l ( t i a n d t h e pAo-spec-t o { b l u e t k n e t .
Jo Ann Bnandnen
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OMft LOUD BLTMftNS
P r a i s e b e t o o u r L o r b!
Me wfjo I s migfjty i n b a t t l e r e t u r n s .
Sfjout ye s e r f s , cry out ye bragons of
Praise be to our Lorb!

tfje beep!

S e r v e Mim wfjolly a l l ye witfjin ffjese w a l l s ,
a l l y e wfjo fjave k e p t Mis s a c r e b v i g i l .
Make H i s s t o u t f o r t r e s s wortfjy o f Mim wfjo b w e l l s
within tfje trusted gates.
Sounb tfje trumpet!
Beat tfje brum!
Let Mis praises ecfjo tfjrougfl eacfj corribor
from towers t a l l to bungeons beep.
Praise be to tfje Lorb!
Sfjout ye knigfjts,
Molb fltgfj MIs sfjielb anb arms!
Praise be to tfje Lorb, yea, e ' e n tfje Lorb of Mosfs.
Vicky Mueller

interiors
i wish i could
let you inside of me,
to wander within the boundaries
of my emotions.
then it would be easier
for you to understand
the reasons why
i am who i am.
you would feel
the pleasure i know
when my pen is challenged
by the blankness of a page
and triumphs with
a flow of words.
you wouldn't ask what they meant,
you would understand
when i dream about walking on a beach alone
through waves that break
on my ankles
and leave tiny droplets of water
to be stolen by the breeze.
you wouldn't tell me that dreams never come true,
you would know the God
who lives in my heart
and fills my life with His love.
you wouldn't doubt His presence,
and lead me toward other paths .
you would know ME
and i would not have to explain.
Julie Perez

mmmmwMfMmimm

The Shell
There is a slight sound
in the black silence
A jagged white line
appears before me
like frozen lightening
it stretches3 branches>
growing
slowly
ever
so
slowly.
It widens and
yawns -- a newborn
opening its eyes
and looking for the first time
at the world
a snap and
the black silence
again
except
a slight scar remains -a trace of the crack
the hope that again
I'll open and
come out of my shell
slowly
ever
so
slowly
come into the world
Carole Fisher

i think maybe it's time to just be.
to stop. simply stop. stop it all:
the fighting,
the striving,
and the wanting to measure up always,
yes, maybe it is time to just be.
if God is a God of grace, He will accept me.
and if you are my friend, you too will accept me and let me just be.
You will not tell me to do or to be anything.
in just sitting back,
in just letting go,
and in just being,
perhaps i can discover who i am and why i am the way i am.
i don't have to do anything to be.

i already am.

JoAnn Brandner

Dreams Challenged
My dream-answering God,
protect me and my dreams
from those who think me silly.
These hecklers discourage me, and even challenge
that my dreams are not in line with Your will.
I'll 1-eave You to perfect, change,
and create new dreams within me,
but give me the strength
to keep believing in the dreams
that are in accordance with Your will.
Lisa Calvin
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The Merry Adventures of Hickory Dickory Dare
Hickory Dickory Dare (the pig) flew up in the air
The man in brown soon brought him down (Hickory Dickory Dare)
But he did not stay down, for he soon left the ground once again.
How Hickory Dick, you see, had a very neat trick: he could fly!
He 'd take to the air, and once up there would just watch the world
go by
For the daring Dick Dare did not care to be kept in a pig pen.
With no feathers nor wings, he took off like springs were attached*
to his feet
And soared like a kite to a height that no other pig ever could
beat.
How when Hickory Dickory Dare took himself once again to the air
The man in brown said, "All right then, go ahead! You can't very
well stay up there!"
But to be a farm pig was, for him, quite a boar
And he knew that there just had to be something more
So he took off on a trip into town
Far from the farmyard of the man in brown.
How can you imagine those townspeople 's utter surprise
To see the most unusual pig aloft in their skies?
The minute they saw him, some set out in rapid pursuit
And followed him, using the fastest available route.
As he flew overhead, many a little dog laughed at such sport
To see a pig fly without visible means of support!
Soon a procession, of snowballing size, followed his flight
As many more bystanders gazed on this wonderful sight.
Having surveyed a spectacular view from up in the air
Hickory came down, and found himself near to a county fair.
Those who were following marked his descent and converged on the
spot
But to the edge of the fairgrounds was just as far as they got
For people were charged, to enter the fair, a small fee
But animals, which were exhibited, got in free
And what was one pig more or less in a place like the fair? ^
Those who paid to get in searched high and low for him, trying to
see
All through the livestock pens, among the cows and hens, where he
might be
But the daring Dick Dare just was not to be found anywhere.
He had gone whole-hog out hunting for helpings of fabulous fair
fare
Which he had found in abundance around on the ground everywhere.
On pretzels, peanuts, pizza, pastries, piecrust, popcorn, popsicles
and pop
He made a hog of himself, eagerly eating until he had to stop.
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He stopped eating when he backed into a bin full of leftover grease
Which flipped over on him, and frightened away a nearby flock of
geese.
This trick quickly slicked him, and caused much commotion
As those who pursued him once more got in motion.
"Look! There he is! There's that flying pig! Quickly, he's
heading this way!"
They shouted aloud through the crowd, as their pursuit was led
astray
For although the number of those chasing after him was rather big
Hone of them had realized how difficult it was to catch a greased
pig.
He slipped, slid, and slithered his slimy way through their
outstretched sweating hands
Then, with a fake, he decided to make a break for the hot dog
stands.
Now they all meant well, but did not tell him that they were only
his fans
And when they drew near he became filled with fear and quickly made
new plans.
He then led them out on a merry chase, racing with rapid pace
around the place
And ran so fast that at last he went past all of them, leaving
behind him no trace.
But this fair was nowhere like the daring Dick Dare had ever been
in before
And he got lost quick, which was no trick in such a thick throng,
furthermore.
After a long time of roaming around and wondering where he was at
By chance he went into a tent, where he encountered a musical cat.
This cat most expertly played on a fiddle
And said that her name was Hey Diddle Diddle.
Now Hey Diddle Diddle (the cat) and the fiddle have a story to tell
all their own
Equally filled with impossible ventures and penned in a similar
tone
But whereas the action of that bold narration takes place in a
faraway land
Therefore, for today we will simply see how they fit into the story
at hand.
The crowd in the tent was beginning to grow
For it was almost time for her afternoon show
So she asked him to stay that he might hear her play
And he found a good seat in the very first row.
Then, taking her bow and her fiddle in tow, she went through the
backstage door
Just before going on stage, she glanced through each page of her
violin score.
The curtains withdrew and the crowd gave a cheer
17

The time for her concert was finally here!
She gave a low bow3 then struck up a tune
That would have made a cow jump to the moon.
Everyone stood up and clapped to the rhythm
And Hey Diddle Diddle played right along with them.
Some stomped their feet3 and then soon they were dancing
Because the music was just so entrancing.
Amid this gaiety, Hickory Dare
Sprang up the stairway from out of nowhere
And on to the stage3 where he danced with delight
Which everyone thought a remarkable sight.
Most people thought he was part of the act
And for a few minutes3 he was3 in fact.
He pranced3 and polkaed3 and palavered about
And did a full pirouette upon his snout.
Then he charged without warning at Hey Diddle Diddle3 making as if
to attack
But she knew his intent, and leaping straight up she went right
over on to his back.
She managed all this without missing a beat
Or skipping a note or a tap of her feet.
He offered her a ride which she did not turn down
And they decided they 'd go somewhere out of town.
Just then, her manager stepped out on stage
Wanting to stop what he called an outrage.
He was a big man3 well-muscled and tall
And on the job, took no nonsense at all.
He strode out in front of them3 arms stretched out wide
And tried to take Hickory by the hide.
He leaped for the tackle3 but missed completely
For Hickory Dick had outdone him neatly.
Dick Dare took off from a running backflip
Without a moment 's pause3 without a slip
And carried Hey Diddle into the air
Out of the tent first3 then over the fair.
The audience in the tent concert hall
Thought that this act was the best one of all
And though the manager was still rather cross
They repaid him well to make up for his loss.
Hickory 's fans saw him flying about
And gathered together3 to wave and to shout
He circled down over them3 hearing them cheer
Which let him know they were glad he was here.
He nodded in return3 then he flew away
To find him and his friend a new place to stay.
Nobody saw where they went3 but they say
That you might still find them flying today.
How did he do it3 though? Was it a trick?
What was the secret of Hickory Dick?
Well, you see3 that pig was so full of hot air
(If y°u don't believe this yarn3 that's proof right there)
18

That when
And float
Then when
So now my

he inhaled fast, he would arise
his way gently into the skies.
he exhaled, it made him descend
story has come to the end.
Harvey Warwick

A FLEA
A flea jumped on my bed
and round I flung my head3
how could it ever be
a flea might pick on me?
I nailed him with my thumb,
that biting, bouncing bum,
I then released my grip
and gave that flea a tip:
go find another bed
or you shall soon be dead!
He looked a little hurt-that lonely speck of dirt
his eyes were open wide,
like I had pierced his side,
I think it was a tear-it seemed so very clear,
it trickled down his cheek
he looked so dog-gone weak,
his forlorn, startled stare
was more than I could bear
I could not kill that flea
so now he sleeps with me.
Dave Rarick
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quietly dying
quietly dying.
words won't meet.
meaninglessness surrounds me - waters creep.
I can't see now
my eyes are dead.
Where have I been?
Where will I go?
Who am I now?
Who has control?
Why am I here?
What is my name?
Who's in my life?
What's to gain?
quietly dying .
going insane .
Where am I now - another game?
people laugh
people stare
nobody really seems to care
Crue1ty
Malice
it all comes from within.
Hope
Life
it all comes from without
quietly dying.
softly in pain.
on my hands - a bloody stain
quietly
quietly
quietly
quietly
quietly
quietly

dying
sobbing
crawling
slipping
falling
hoping

quietly
David Fisher

Thank Vou

on

VOUA

Love

Lotid, thank you. ^ O A 6lght—
^ O A eye.6 that can 6 e e V O U A 6 u n 6 e t 6 .
Thank you fioA that time
I enjoyed V O U A . 6 u n 6 e t
painted < L C . K O ± 6 blue 6ky
and 6un shining on autumn leave6
and peaking thAough the pine.
NeveA again utlll I 6ee I t
quite the 6 a m e way.
youA cAeatlvlty lt> 6 0 e n d l e 6 6 ,
and 60 16 V O U A love.
LoAd, I could 6 e e Vou cleaAly
In that 6 u n 6 e t
a6 I do In all ofi them.
you neveA c e a 6 e
to amaze me—
V O U A 6 u n 6 e t 6 atie eveA
fiAe6h and new,
and 60 16 V O U A love.
LoAd, thank you £ O A 6lght.
Thank you { O A 6 u n 6 e t 6 .
Mo6t ofi all, thank You
£oa youA love.
TeAe6a She^leA

Spnlng Movement
Dank clouds In lolled layens
Oven fiumiy sllvens
and neddlsh-bnowns ofi the woods
behind the house
Gnays, dull like the paint on battleships
on tinged with tentative blue
on heavy-dank like smoke finom fiactony stacks-An Intennuptlon oft bunched, so fitly-cnumpled
white filoats between the gnays and blues-The steady wind dnlves all southeast
hunnylng to Ohio
cannylng spnlng naln
mopping yestenday's naln back Into the sky.
Tall tnees sway gnacefiully
black tnunks against the haze
ofi close-packed, bnush and smallen
tnees weaning eanly spnlng hues
buds push finom beneath tenden
bank
wind filngens
bnanches, twigs,
stnokes tnunks.
Rough wind cannylng hints
ofi spnlng wanmth
bnlngs juices to mingle
along stnetchlng appendages
It Is time

"COMING TO YOU LIVE..
By the way, the view up here is great-JUSt
great.
I can see everything
everywhere
everywhen

every

Oh, woman,
you who willingly accepted
the power of Almighty's will
you who in pain
brought forth the crusher of the serpent's heel-turn your streaming eyes away
and
behold your son.
My beloved friend,
care for this one-she who bowed down low
i8 exalted in my eyes.
Oh, look.
They have quartered my clothing and
(fulfilling the written Word)
roll the dice for my coat.
To any one who asks for your shirt give him your
coat
as well...
Oh, my Father!
They are alive
You have given them to me,
Your dear lost sheep.
Look on them now with love--

yet so dead.

forgive them, Father.
The sacrificial lamb has been provided.

And now they stand
to curse and mock me.
Do they not know
that the very earth they stand on
that the very air they breathe
are mine to do with
as I please?
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Oh, my dear cross-partner!
Yes, I promise you will be remembered-forever!
It is almost through.
Hang
on.
This emptiness is too much to bear-have
You
even left me now,
My Father My God?
My fleshly shell
cries out
How much longer do I wear this garment?
I thirst. Ho,
my beloved people,
not gust wine vinegar
(although it is very considerate of you)
I long with an insatiable desire
for the spirit of my
GOD!
Yes, and even now
It is finished.
The sacrifice is complete.
The lamb has been slain.
The sins are forgiven.
The atonement has been made.
Can I go now?
Heidi Halterman

Fod A Ediend
T h e d e wa& a t i m e
t h a t we

one.

Thinking and Meeting
4ynonymou-&Zy.
Speaking,
w i t h one. voice..
Cdying,
fidom t h e tame pain6.
Then one day I deaZized
we wede d i { j e d e n t .
Tdan* fiodmed by time
and expedience.
I couZdn't accept the change.

And J bZamed you.
fiod the di^edenceA i n u&.
Not deaZizing,
t h a t I waA aZto a fiactod.
Now I know
we ade two peopZe.
Sepadate.
And w i t h d i g h t t o be unique.
But we ade 6tiZZ
one in headt.
I CAN ACCEPT T H A T .

JuZie Pedez

m

mm
IP
m
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HIS PRESENCE
The familiar westward wind blows with force,
yet in eclipse to the eye.
A bird soars and plays in its midst,
as I sit behind a grass musing.
The trees are burdened
while I search the rushing clouds
for answers to my tears.
My Grandfather's face comes to mind.
His presence escapes my memories
for I was a young child....
Pictures paint my only image of him,
and now I mourn as if he died today.
I feel a void, a loss for that which I do not remember.
It is ironic.
Indeed, a familiar westward wind blows forcefully,
yet in eclipse to the eye....

David McClow

$9.95 + tax
I sent away
to Sears Robucky Inc.
for a variety pack of metaphors.
Then I went
outside to wait.
The time passed like the last five
minutes of class before vacation.
A t l a s t y i t came.
The box was rather unassuming9 really.
But I gave the U.P.S. man his $9.95 + tax
and went inside.
I stared at it for awhiles
like a question on an essay test.
At lasty I tore it open.
Inside, neatly wrapped
in tissue paper
were the long awaited metaphors.
Gingerly9 I unwrapped each bundle.
For $9.95 + tax all I got was
a red rose,
a twin compassy
a river9
a stage9
and a snapshot of the sun and moon.
Gee3
for that kind of money
I should have written some myself.
Vicky Mueller

What the Eyes Said

Come, throw aside the books, and play
that work is due another day,
The breeze is soft, the sun is kind,
And see what pleasures we can find.
For books, we'll sit upon the grass
and read each moment that we pass,
For notes, we'll carve a memory
of all the beauty that we see.
Our teacher will be life herself—
and not some parchment on a shelf,
The shadows greet our eve'ning sky—
How can we let this chance slip by?
Ignore tomorrow, come what may—
for we have dared to live today.

What the Nagging Back Said

Come throw aside the books, you say?
as 'tomorrow dawns another day'?
Well, hear the hall clock chiming three,
A sorry sight you look to me:
Pulling hairs out one by one
and praying soon your paper's done;
And as you peck those typing keysHum your woodland melodies;
And as you stumble towards the bedrecall tonight's poor throbbing head;
The garbled theme beyond decipher.
--Because you heard a diff'rent piper;
'Ignore tomorrow, and come what may'?
and we will see what comes your way.

Jenny Peterson

I love
I love

tfle lorb

tfjo King anb

1 o r b o f a l l my l i f e ;
0 beying i s a i oy V icfory 6as been given1 very battle's won.
T

fjanfe

Him always,

H e is ever
1 acf)

soul,

faithful.

bay He beligflts i*1

1 avisfling me wiffl H i s l o v e .
0 6 my s o u l ,

be glab,

H ejoice anb

burst

D escribing 6ow

in song,

I love ffjs lorb .

lisa Calvin
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THE WORLD'S END
the world ended today.
the frantic flight,
the tired traffic,
the quickened clock,
the distant cries,
the pretty pace of
man's misery —
ended?

or
began?

I can't be sure.
quite quickly,
in a wink,
before running ready
reporters
had chance to
predict-it happened-without a bang-just a soft
subtle
wink,
it ended.
no big
deal--yet,
where are
people?

Dave Rarick

CASTLES

Once upon a time in a fairy tale, ffjey say,
Tfjere liveb a foolish king wfjo wanted everyffjtng fjis way.
He frieb to steal tfje sun once from a corner of tfje sky,
But only caught a single golden ray.
Befjittb fjis castle walls, in a tower very fjtg$,
He fjelb a princess captive, botmb tfjere by fjis lie.
Sfje was fjis only treasure, yet fje never unbersfoob
TDfjy sfje always woulb cry.
A knigfjf came to tfje castle, so fjottesf anb so qoob;
Bene at fj ffle tower winbow so nobly fje stoob.
He tolb tfje princess of fjis quest, fjow fje woulb set fjer free;
Sfje truly believeb ffjaf fje coulb.
But fjis mission of mercy was just a fantasy,
Playeb out in fjer breams in romantic imagery.
Helb in cfjeck by tfje king, fjis armor was sfjell
Tfjaf clotfjeb futility.
Tfjere was a man of magic, or so tfje barbs bo fell,
TUfjo fravelleb to tfje castle walls anb cast a magic spell.
His fjearf became fjis talisman wfjile fjibing in tfje bower;
Tfje evil of tfje king f}e frieb to quell.
One fjanb fjelb a promise, anb tfje of fjer fjanb fjelb a flower;
He knelt before tfje winbow anb fje summoneb all of fjis power.
But tfje magic wasn't strong enougfj, anb fjis fjearf split in two;
He wept in tfje sflabow of tfje tower.
Tfje princess lookeb info tfje sun, placeb in its sea of blue;
TDfjere tfje offjers fjab faileb, sfje knew wfjaf sfje must bo.
TUiffj a song in fjer fjearf, sfje escapeb from tfje king;
Info tfje sky sfje flew.
Tfje
Tfje
Tfje
Tfie

fallen ruler wept anb wept, f}e felt tfje loser's sting;
powerless magician breameb of wfjaf tomorrow mig^f bring;
knigfjf wove in fjis minb so many fantasies so frail;
princess lives insibe fjis fairy tale.

Dragons in tfje air, anb castles in tfje sanb;
Tfje sorcerer is powerless, tfje king fjas lost commanb;
Tfje knigfjf in sfjining armor fakes tfje princess by tfje fjanb
Anb leabs §er away to fjis fairy tale lanb.

Kurt Bullock
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A Vision of A Nightmare
Softly, or perhaps it was harshly, but none-the-less, it all began
softly that I drifted away, alone in a Presence I hoped to be there.
Suddenly, bright colors splayed across my mind. Green and white,
with a dancing blue sky. It was peaceful on the surface; yet underneath,
I sensed the disquieting buzz of angry bees. It was frightening to sense
something so cruel and angry underneath, so I remained on top.
I was standing on a beautiful green pasture, with rolling hills restfully melting into the distance. Within a knoll nearby were many sheep.
They baed as I approached, sensing that I was a creature of the surface,
and a stranger to this land I knew so well.
"I will make you lie down in green pastures ..." I heard lilt in
the fresh air.
But it was wrong; something was all wrong. Something, somewhere
disagreed within me as I looked about this country which seemed so peace
ful. The sheep's fleeces were perfectly white, but yet something underneath
tainted them.
Just then, I turned and noticed a shepherd on one of the hills. His
flowing robes wrapped about his body as a spun cocoon. "The Lord is my
Shepherd and I shall not —" Something wasn't right; I didn't want to
go near this person. I knew he did not belong to the surface. Before I
could resolve my indecision to approach him or not, he began to slowly
turn to face me. Time stopped as though there had been a cataclysmic rent
in existence itself. Each step he took toward me pondered the ground as
though it would suck him back to its depths where he belonged. Yet each
step brought him closer to me, my pain and fear increased to breathtaking
heights as time became nothing but a realm of dreams.
Suddenly he was before me, and I raised my head to gaze into his face .
My lungs seemed to collapse as air raced through my mouth. His robes
covered most of his face, but his eyes reflected the embodiment of evil.
Instead of white, his eyes were blood red, with a core of dark blackness,
swirling in a sickness of death.
"Who are you?!" I screamed as I withdrew from this sick creature.
"You," his wraithlike voice murmered deep into my soul.
"No!"

I cried hysterically.

"No, you cannot be; YOU ARE NOT!"

"Good," he replied in a voice crossed with despair and satisfaction.
"As long as you claim I am not, I shall always be."
I ran down the hill and crumpled into a pile of tears. I knew—I knew
that he was the angry buzz of the bees, the dark turbulence underneath.
The surface began to darken as shades of the night began to creep upon the
land. Lost in confusion and darkness, not even the ground would separate
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me from underneath.
"Who am I,"echoed the creature in a distant voice.
"You are me," I replied in broken sobs. "And as long as you are, I
cannot be."
Then I heard a rumble deep from within and from without saying:
And the earth was without from and void, and dark
ness was upon the face of the deep; and the Spirit
of God was moving over the face of the waters.
And God said, "Let there be light ..."
"Light," I thought.

"Yes, my God, please let there be light."

And there was light, and God saw that it was good.

BLAKE
At age 16 Blake Carlyle was in perfect physical condition. Neither
too tall nor too short, neither too fat nor too thin, he was just right,
and he knew it. Not a day would go by that he did not in some way
accentuate his physical qualities. The clothes he wore, the way he walked,
and those he took as friends all attested to his superiority.
In high school Blake never missed an opportunity to improve his intellect.
He was near, if not at the top, of every class he took. The teachers seemed
to respect him more or treat him in a different manner than the other students,
as if he might one day attain to greatness or something. Blake ate it up too,
constantly asking questions that bored the rest of the class to tears. The
teachers responded every time, often in great detail, while the majority of
the class slept or stared. His arrogance outside of the classroom was
evident as well. He purposely spoke in vocabulary that few college students
could understand, let alone high school ones.
The high school Blake attended was located in an industrial area, the
students were mainly from blue collar backgrounds, and the curriculum at the
school expressed the fact that the top priority was not a classical or
traditional education. There was, however, a major whereby a student could
study Latin, classical literature, and polemics. The major accommodated only
ten people each year, but there was no rush to get in. When Blake entered
the program he joined a group of four girls. He was the last to go through
too; the year after he graduated the major was dropped.
The main teacher was a nearly retired Latin and Greek scholar. She was
of the old order of education, the one that required homework to be done
every night, and a test at least once a week. She considered her students
true gems, and treated them as if they were her own children. This treatment
was rare for a public school teacher, and had the administration ever caught
on they might well have dismissed her.
Blake grew to love this teacher as a strict grandmother. He admired her
techniques, the fact that she made him want to learn for the sake of learning,
and not necessarily for recognition. He never even considered missing her
classes, and he found the study of Latin the best thing he had come across
in his entire life. The school truly suffered when the dear lady retired,
but Blake was proud that he had been her very last pupil.
He was popular for his wit, but not for his social standing or prestige.
He came from a rather sad background. His father was laid off for most of
Blake's childhood. The atmosphere at home was that of perpetual melancholia.
Blake fought that depression as a child, dreaming of other worlds in his
bedroom, or reading about them in library books that were as much a part of
his world as the Bible. One fortunate thing in those days was that Blake's
father never did take to drinking or pushing his own frustrations onto his
children. On the contrary, his own discouragement became a passion for his
children's welfare that at times bordered on the unhealthy. Blake continually
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received special attention in the form of encouragement when his father
realized the potential in the child. Blake never seemed to let his father
down either, even when he did not do as well on a test as he might, his
father's words renewed his enthusiasm.
As his senior year came to a close,Blake found himself in the limelight
again. This time he received awards for speech, debate, and composition.
As he was being congratulated by those who knew him and those who did not,
he felt unnaturally detached from it all, as if the praise were going to
someone other than himself. After all, the real Blake was so much more
than a speech maker or debater. So it went, however, and graduation
passed without regret.
Blake was off to college now. He remained a beautiful young man, well
proportioned with a slight tendency to show off. His mind remained strong as
well, although somewhat humbled by his inability to get a summer job.
Perhaps he was taking after his father, he shuddered at the thought. He
went to college an ambitious student, fighting the nervousness that he felt
upon entering into an unknown environment. He had been accepted by many
institutions, but chose a private one because of the financial aid they
offered him and the fear that a state university would be too much like his
high school. He had little patience with the industrial mentality and he
did not desire to spend four more years in its presence.
Blake turned out to be a natural at the university. His high school
education, especially what he had picked up from his Latin teacher, suited
him well for his college preparation. He decided to major in drama because
of his affinity for the classics. He loved reading the old plays and discuss
ing the meanings behind the different characters and plots. He studied
constantly, picking up a job in the school library to help with the college
expenses.
His reputation at the school was neither good nor bad. Blake did not
even try to make friends; those with whom he had to associate were treated
with a stand-offish arrogance. He avoided the particular freshman pranks
as foolish and useless. He made no attempt to obtain a close friend of
either sex, preferring Sophocles and Eugene O'Neill to anybody he met at
school. In the cafeteria Blake sat alone, reading a book as he ate, or
watching the antics of those in his dorm. He condescended to the many
questions put to him by fellow students who thought he was a young intellectual
responding in a manner that made the questioner feel like he had no right to be
studying those things reserved for better minds.
In class, however, he had a much more humble approach to his professors,
asking questions that made himself look stupid and the professors very gracious.
It became something of a game to him. Fellow students so seldom got involved in
the dialogue of a class that Blake utterly dominated it. He began by asking
superficial questions that led up to those that really tested the professor's
knowledge and beliefs on the subject at hand. For their part the professors
seemed to enjoy his presence in class. He had little trouble communicating
with them, and he experienced none of the temerity that so often discouraged
other students from participating at all.
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A change was occuring in Blake's life as a result of his newly
discovered love. The pleasantness that had once dominated his character had
now turned to a detached loneliness. Nobody at school noticed it; they
thought he had always been that way. At home Blake saw to it that his
family only viewed the old Blake, the outgoing witty one. Even at home,
however, his cynicism began showing through. His father was naturally the
first to notice it, and decided that the best way to approach the problem
was to leave it alone. His father knew that the world had a way of break
ing men that no words could change. Time alone would take care of Blake
Carlyle, or so his father thought.
Until his junior year in college Blake was the ideal student. His
major had changed from Drama to English Literature, finally settling on
Philosophy. He did well in everything he took up, having an insatiable
thirst to know. His interest in every class had been worthy of praise,
although he disdained public and private recognition. He considered the
education process to be something intensely personal, not to be shared with
anybody at all, or perhaps unable to be shared because of its nature. He
would have been a very different person without his books, and he knew just
how important they were to his existence, or thought he did anyway.
The change began imperceptibly, Blake's appearance was gallant as ever,
until he began to worship his studies. During his junior year it was said
by his roommates that he slept only three hours in any given evening. He
made no defense for his nocturnal activities, except that he needed to do
well in his courses, and that he studied best late at night. In his last
two years of school Blake went through five different roommates. His
reputation in the dorm began growing in leaps and bounds, but nobody really
knew where he was coming from nor what his purpose was.
At first the freaks thought that they had a new convert. After all,
who stays up later than a freak? Blake ignored their knocking for three
nights, much to the chagrin of his already impatient roommates. Finally,
on the fourth night, at about 2:30 a.m., Blake casually opened the door, his
book still in front of his face, and quietly asked what a person could
possibly want at such a late hour. The freaks were quite taken back by
his ghastly nighttime appearance. He reminded them of a ghost they had seen
during a drunken visit to the local cemetary, hunched shoulders and a
skeleton's countenance. They swiftly made up a story about needing help with
an English composition. He promptly told them in a voice that reeked of
death that he was far too busy and that his roommates disliked company past
midnight. They left slightly relieved that they had been turned down. They
did not even have an English class, much less a composition, and they had no
idea what they would have done had he accepted.
His father detected the change at Christmas during his senior year. He
called it 'scribe's disease' in jest, putting it down to too much reading
and writing. Blake, however, averred that he had not changed one iota,
except in the area of intelligence. He denied that he was doing anything to
alter his physical appearance.
His professors began to notice too, this once strapping lad had now become
a huge mind, with words as his only weapon, and his ego riding on the almighty
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G.P.A.. Nobody said anything though; after all, the kid might possibly be
the genius of a great philosopher or writer one can never tell such things
by appearance alone. He was still on good terms with his profs, his was a
face they would not soon forget. It is not every day that a student like
Blake Carlyle shows up in class, and when it does happen the professor
begins to enjoy once again his chosen profession, recognizing the interested
student as himself at an earlier age. An unending interest in a particular
subject cannot be underestimated, it has produced great things in the past,
and is still doing so today.
So Blake graduated magna cum laude. His father was Very proud, and told
him so every chance he got. Blake, however, passed the whole thing off as
a mundanity to be endured, and not an achievement to be sensationalized. He
recognized that his professors would not have time to miss him, they did have
careers to maintain. He also knew that he would not miss them long; he was
too attached to the things he had studied to dwell on those who had taught
him. He did not attend commencement exercises, avoiding every form of
recognition. He was certain that it was his alone to enjoy.
When he had started school Blake was 5'8" and 157 lbs., upon graduation
he was down to 125 lbs. and stood at 5'10". A mere shadow of his former self,
he still had a strong mind, and he felt secure in that thought. In fact, he
had come to believe that his body was a menace to his mind. Everything that
it required took a little bit more time away from the furthering of his mind.
After graduation he began to seriously neglect the needs of his body. Telling
himself that the mind was so much more important.
He planned his future very carefully, feeling that it was time to become
something. First he had to get out of his folks' home and find a place where
he could be alone. Then he wanted to begin an intense study of philosophy,
especially twentieth century thought. Finally,he would use his education to
get enrolled in a doctoral program at the most reputable university he could
get into. He reasoned that three months of intense study would adequately
prepare him for the task he set up for himself.
A friend of his from high school offered him three months free rent in
a recently purchased home if Blake would watch his dog while he went to
Mexico for the summer. He agreed, although somewhat reluctantly. He had no
desire to put up with a dog for three months, but the promise of solitude was
just too good to be true.
In July he moved in, bringing nearly 200 philosophy books with him,
over half of them on existentialism. Blake had completed four years of
college, surviving on the direction provided by his adept professors. He
had never met a crucial issue all alone, for he had not the capacity to
come up with one in his own head, and at school he relied on the answers
provided by his professors.
As he sat contemplating this on his first day at his temporary home he
formed a theory of his own that ultimately decided his future, for better or
for worse. While in school Blake found that particular points of view were
unimportant. It seemed that no two people agreed on answers to the provocative
questions, yet through reason each person proved to himself that he was right,
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regardless of the other possibilities. The real answer, he decided, lies
in the argumentation, and not in the conclusion reached at the end. This
conclusion put a feeling of fear in Blake. He did not understand how right
could be disinguished from wrong in this scheme, but he went on in his
studies.
He began with a 48 hour marathon look at Jean Paul Sartre, forgetting
all about the dog or the need for sleep. He had long ago discovered the
beauty of caffeine; it had become the mainstay of his diet on such
occasions. He fell into a sadness after a thorough reading of Sartre, and
could not rise above the thoughts that trapped his whole being into that
dreadful vice of meaninglessness. Without the guidance of a professor in
refuting the arguments of existentialism Blake began to accept the philosophy
wholesale. It agreed with his own recent discovery, as well as adding a new
dimension. He began analyzing his own existence, taking note of every
concrete memory that he could raise. His father constantly unemployed, the
stupidity of his friends in their materialistic bliss, and his old Latin
teacher; he wondered why she never mentioned that her endeavors had no point
or end;:they were simply an endless end in themselves.
After five days of Sartre Blake cut himself off from the world and
everything he had known. He refused to answer the phone and door. He did
not turn on the television or listen to the stereo in the home. In fact,
he did nothing at all except to ponder on the ideas of Sartre, Camus,
Heidegger and Husserl. He was looking for a refutation, he really wanted to
find one, but could not. He considered contacting a professor, but he realized
that those days were gone. He was taking it all too seriously, but as he sat
in the dimly lit study that did not even occur to him.
The saddest thing about his mental struggle was that he knew the philosophy
could be easily refuted, and had been many times since its conception. He was
weak though, his body had long ago become slave to his mind, and now his mind
was on the brink of letting him down. All of the craziness that he had ever
put himself through revisited him in those days of desperation. His thoughts
were becoming very unreal too, asking why the twentieth century had produced
this madness, and why he had the capacity to understand the philosophy, but not
the sense enough to reject and refute it?
Nobody knows what happened in that house during the summer. When the
owner returned home he found the place locked up, upon entering he discovered
a disheveled mess of clothing, books, and dog food. Blake was never heard
from again. The world soon forgot him, except the freaks in the dorm. They
started a rumor that his body had vanished into his mind, and that he could be
reached in his old room during a full moon, but he still refused to help with
term papers.
His father cried. His son had not been defeated by life, he had simply
given in. He maintained hope though, remembering that his son had once spoken
of travelling to New York City. The boy always had taken things to heart; his
father truly understood that characteristic.
Kevin Marshall
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THE LINE

SETTING

1st person

4th person

2nd person

5th person

3rd person

Offstage voice

A long line of people outside of a door
(First person, second person, third person, and fourth person
are at the end of the line, talking)

1st person:

I say, shouldn't the line by moving by now? We 've been standing here
an awfully long time.

2nd person:

Yes, it is an awfully long line, isn't it? And we've been standing
in it such an awfully long time.

1st person:

You1re right, we certainly have. (Looks toward door)
But what's this? I see movement up ahead. I do believe the line
is beginning to move—

Voice:

(interrupting) Next.

1st person:

(continuing) Yes, it is, it is, I'm sure of it!
finally moving!

3rd person:

(to second person, interest suddenly aroused)
moving?

2nd person:

(distracted)
moving now?

1st person:

Why yes, now that you mention it, I think it is. (Looks toward door)
Yes, it most definitely is. You know, sometimes waiting in line just
seems to take forever (shifts uncomfortably on feet).

Voice:
2nd person:

Next.
Quite so.

4th person:

Did someone say the line is moving?

I'm not sure.

(To first person)

(Excited) We're

Are we actually
Is the line actually

It's such a waste of time, you know.

3rd person:

I think so.

2nd person:

Yes, it is.

(To second person)

Isn't it?

3rd person:
Voice:

I thought so.
Next.

4th person:

It shouldn't be long now.
line, hurries to join it)

5th person:
Voice:
5th person:

My goodness, what a long line!
(interrupting) Next.
(continuing) I'm glad I got here when I did. (Catches breath)
Always so much to do at the last minute. Traffic was just terrible
coming here, not to mention the parking problem. (Pauses, then to
fourth person) Have you been waiting long?

It's about time, too.
(Enter fifth person, who upon seeing the
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4th person:

Quite a while. However, the line has just started moving, so it
shouldn't he too much longer now.

Voice:
5th person:

Next.
Quite so. You know, lines are so long for everything these days, it's
really almost impossible to do anything without waiting—(looks toward
door) wait a minute. Am I in the right line?

4th person:

What do you mean? This is the only line here.

Voice:

Next.

5th person:

I see that.

4th person:

Well, you're here, aren't you? And this is the only line there is
here. Look, the door is down there (points to door) and the line
goes through there. I don't know of any other doors around. (Turns
to third person) Are there any other doors?

3rd person:

Oh no, just this one. It's the only way to get in.
everyone is standing in front of it—

Voice:

But I don't know if this is the line I'm supposed to be in.

(interrupting)

That's why

Next. (First and second persons move up)

3rd person:

(continuing)
(line)

4th person:

You see? I didn't think there were any other doors. You're in the
right line. (Catches up with line, followed by fifth person)

Voice:
5th person:

Voice:

Oops, excuse me, the line is moving up (catches up with

Next.
Yes, but there are lines of people everywhere ,I've been. There are
lines all over the place, and each one is for something different.
I Want to know if I'm in the right one.
Next.

3rd person:

Well, what do you expect? There has to be a line, or—well, things
wouldn't be orderly. Can you imagine what it would be like if
everyone crowded forward and tried, to get in at once?

2nd person:

Why, to be sure, it would be a mess. No one could get in readily,
and we would all end up waiting a great deal longer.

5th person: Well, certainly.

But what are we waiting for?

4th person:

(surprised) Waiting for? We're waiting for the line to move, what
else?

5th person:

Well, of course the line will move:
of it.
Next.

Voice:

we're waiting to get to the end

1st person:

We have been waiting an awfully long time, haven't we?

3rd person:

Why yes, now that you mention it, we certainly have been.
shouldn't be too much longer, though, should it?

Voice:
1st person:

Next.
No, it shouldn't.

The line is moving quite rapidly now.
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It

Voice:
5th person:

Next.
(with exaggerated patience)
is at the end of the line.

1st person:

Well, as soon as we get there, we'll find out.

What I'm trying to find out is what

5th person:

(amazed)

2nd person:

The line was rather long before it started moving, which made it
rather difficult to tell what was at the other end.

You mean you don't know?

5th person:
2nd person:

Then why are you in line?
Would you be in line if you weren't waiting for something?

5th person:

Of course not!

Voice:
2nd person:

Next.
Do you know what you are in line for?

5th person:

Well, no, you see, that's just what I was trying to—well, I—

2nd person:

(gently)

5th person:

(cheerfully) That is exactly what I was thinking. If this is not
the line I am looking for, then I need to go and find it. (others
turn and stare at fifth person in shock)

Then may I suggest that you find out.

4th person:

(horrified) What, and lose your place in line?

3rd person:

It would be a terrible waste of time if you had waited all this
time for nothing.
That seems highly unlikely. I'm the last person in line, and besides
I haven't been waiting that long.

5th person:
Voice:

Next.

2nd person:

But someone could come and take your place while you are gone.

Voice:
5th person:

Next.
If this isn't the line I am looking for, I won't be coming back.

1st person:

But what if it is? You don't know how many people might be in line
ahead of you by the time you get back. You might have no end of
waiting ahead of you.
The line could be enormous. But if you wait
here a little longer, you'll know for sure—

Voice:

(interrupting)

Next.

1st person:

(looks toward door)
already. (Exits)

2nd person:

You don't enjoy waiting, do you? You really ought to stay.

Voice:

Next.

Oops, the line is really moving now.

(Third person exits)

3rd person:
Voice:

It would be a shame to have wasted all this time.
Next. (Third person exits)

4th person:

Well, here it is the end of the line.
looking for.

Voice:

Next.

I'm next

(Fourth person exits)
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I hope you find what you're

5th person:
Voice:
5th person:

(pauses a while, then thinks aloud) So here I am, all the way
through the line finally, and still wondering what it's for.
(Pauses again, then shouts) What in the world am I waiting for?
Next.
(opens door, steps in, looks around, then steps back out)
To get in line, what else? (Exits opposite direction)
THE END
Harvey Warwick

Nicodemus:

A Man of Indecision

Every muscle tightened and his heart beat spasmodically like a child
hitting a rock as a drum. He wanted so desperately to go back--run away
from this dreadful place and never return. But something beyond him, some
thing outside, foreign, compelled him to go on. What it was he did not
know, yet he obeyed. His feet seemed to have never touched the ground
and all his life, he could remember walking to meet Jesus.
Jesus stood there tall and silent. He was an enigma that demanded
searching out for he was Truth personified. Maybe that was what brought
Nicodemus to meet him, though Nicodemus did not acknowledge it. He had
rehearsed his words over and over and knew exactly how the conversation
was to go. For why should he, a teacher of Israel, stand below a
carpenter's son? As he stood before Jesus, his mind went blank. He could
not remember one word he had rehearsed to say. Jesus just stood there
patiently, waiting for him to speak.
Finally, in his frustration, Nicodemus blurted out, "Rabbi, we know
that you are a teacher who has come from God because there is no one else
who could perform the miraculous signs you are doing except if God were
with him." After he had said these few simple words his heart began to
calm and his breathing went back to normal. At last he could act himself
again and have control of the situation.
Jesus, still standing in the same place, spoke very calmly in reply,
"I tell you the truth, Nicodemus, unless a man is born again, he cannot
see the kingdom of God."
"What is this?," thought Nicodemus. "I come to him and he tells me I
must be born again? His thoughts quickly verbalized. "How can a man be
bom when he is old?," he asked incredulously. "Surely he cannot enter a
second time into his mother's womb to be born!"
"I tell you the truth," Jesus repeated, "unless a man is born of water
and Spirit, he cannot enter the kingdom of God. Flesh gives birth to flesh,
but the Spirit gives birth to Spirit. You should not be surprised by my
saying, 'you must be born again,' Nicodemus. The wind blows wherever it
pleases. You hear its sounds, but you cannot tell where it comes from or
where it is going. So it is with everyone born of the Spirit."
Nicodemus began to be confused. He thought he was already going to
enter the kingdom. Was he not a Jew, one of God's chosen people? "Stop!,"
echoed through the corridors of his mind. "I don't understand. Yes, I
want to enter the kingdom, but you say I must be born twice!" Almost in
tears from anxiety and from wanting the truth, he replied, "How can this be?
How is one born of the Spirit?"
"You are Israel's teacher and you do not understand these things? I tell
you the truth, we can only speak of what we know, and testify to what we have
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seen, but still you people do not accept our testimony! I have spoken to
you of earthly things and you do not believe; how then will you believe if
I speak of heavenly things? No one has ever gone into heaven except the one
who came from heaven — the Son of Man. Just as Moses lifted up the snake
in the desert, so the Son of Man must be lifted up, that everyone who believes
in him may have eternal life."
"What does he mean by, 'you do not believe,' I don't even understand!"
This was Nicodemus' final response. He thanked Jesus for his time and fled
quickly into the night, but somehow Jesus never left his thoughts.
The next day dawned bright and sunny and Nicodemus woke later than usual.
As he reflected back to his meeting with Jesus, it seemed as though it was a
dream, at least that is what he desired it to be. He felt idiotic because he
acted so childish and so common. So he pushed the event to the deep recesses
of his mind. He did his duties as usual that day, meditating on the Scriptures.
This particular day he read from the scroll of Isaiah.
He was oppressed and afflicted, yet he did not open his mouth;
he was led like a lamb to the slaughter, and as a sheep before
her shearers is silent, so he did not open his mouth.
Often he had pondered this passage, but it was puzzling to him. And his
attention was too often diverted to that confusing conversation with the Galilean.
Jesus' words held an awesome sway over him. Though the words spoken seemed
to be a child's ramblings, they held a mystery—a mystery that was beyond his
finite, human mind to fully grasp yet not so far away as to be unattainable.
Nicodemus was searching.
Later Jesus had left Jerusalem and was traveling the countryside by this
time. Reports came to the Pharisees daily as to the happenings that surrounded
Jesus. Jerusalem was still, after all this time, talking about this man and
furied debate still passed between many an ardent arguer concerning the
validity of the claims of Jesus. But all ended with talk. There was no action,
no commitment, no change. Nicodemus, on the other hand, began to change. His
hardened position as the chief Pharisee, most holy in the eyes of God, was
beginning to soften. This one from Galilee began to command more and more of
his attention. With every event one more proof was added to the claims of
Jesus about himself.
By this time, the other religious leaders had had enough and were planning
to do away the blasphemer. They had already succeeded in convincing Herod that
John should be imprisoned. John, subsequently, was beheaded in Herod's dungeon,
but that was all the better for now there was one less trouble-maker to contend
with. There was only one more to go. Nicodemus spoke eloquently at one of the
council meetings and asked his fellow Pharisees to put away the folly of
murder. For, he reminded them, that if this man was truly from God, they
would be fighting against God himself; and therefore, they would fail miserably.
The group turned on him in anger like a pack of dogs. The remote possibility of
God revealing himself in such a way as this Nazarene was claiming! Silenced,
Nicodemus said not another word.
The Passover was coming soon and in a few weeks, Jerusalem began to fill
with people. Both Jew and proselyte came to prepare for the Feast. Five days
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before the Passover, word was spread that Jesus was on his way to Jerusalem.
The young and old, rich and poor, healthy and sick, the educated and un
educated lined the streets. Many came to see miracles; others because
they believed in him; and still others to arrest him. Excitement was in
the air as Jesus appeared over the knoll straddling a colt which was waddling
its way toward the city gate. Twelve men followed close behind him with a
train of many more followers filling in behind them. Children ran to and fro
with palm branches playing games as children do, apparently unconcerned with
the present events. As Jesus passed through the gate, necks strained just to
catch a glimpse of the man who claimed Messiahship.
"Hosanna! Blessed is he who comes in the name of the Lord!
Blessed is the King of Israel!," some of the crowd began to
shout.
Children laid palm branches beneath the hooves of the colt, and adults placed
their cloaks in the path. Nicodemus was not untouched by this scene. His
heart leapt to his throat when Jesus appeared through the gate. This carpenter's
son truly looked majestic, like a King, as he sat so tall and straight.
Nicodemus' emotions almost overwhelmed him. "Surely, this is Messiah come at
last," he thought joyfully. Though he showed no outward sign of his assent,
his mind accpeted the idea. However, he reasoned that he would wait for the
King to set up his kingdom. There was still uncertainty. Nicodemus left
the scene and returned home to finish preparations for the Passover. He, at
last, was excited for the coming celebration.
Nicodemus watched Jesus closely over the next few days, as did all of
Jerusalem. If the King had surely come, wouldn't he now set up his kingdom?
Time passed. It was now only three days before the Passover was to commence,
and the people waited patiently for a sign.
At the same time, the leaders of Israel were adding the final touches
to their plan to kill Jesus. They could not, for the longest time, decide
upon on inconspicuous method with which to arrest him because of the people.
Unexpectedly, one of Jesus' own disciples came and volunteered to lead them
to a secret place where Jesus prayed.
The time was now two days before the Passover. The morning dawned
beautiful; the sun stretched its warm, life giving rays over the rolling
hills of Jerusalem. The next day was the official preparation day for the
Passover celebration and feast. Many of this time were turning their gaze
from the Galilean to more important things. Jesus had done nothing to claim
the kingdom and bring deliverance, so many who followed him left.

loved

them.
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small stones and banded together. As the torches drew nearer, the disciples
noticed a very familiar figure. Many of them did not believe what they saw.
Jesus, at this moment, came up behind his men. His presence put the
disciples at ease. The company demanded Jesus, and after a few words, Jesus
went willingly while his band of followers fled across the countryside. With
his head bowed low, back hunched, and feet dragging in the dust, Jesus was
led off to Jerusalem.
Awakened suddenly from his sleep by a sharp rap at his door, Nicodemus
sat straight up in bed; his heart pounding wildly. Rapidly he made his
way to the door to find an errand runner from the Pharisees. He was told
to dress immediately and come to an emergency council meeting. It was
urgent. Without further consideration of the matter, Nicodemus obeyed.
When he arrived he found a well lit room filled with his fellow Pharisees
and Levites. He was quickly told about the arrest of Jesus and of his pend
ing trial before Pilate. The time was about three-thirty a.m. Sardonic
laughter erupted in a corner of the small, stuffy room. The eyes of these
laughing men glowed with an evil glow--a sickly, hideous sight, one that made
Nicodemus cringe. He sat down with the rest to await further news concerning
Pilate's interrogation. At six o'clock a.m., the group walked to Pilate's
palace and waited outside The Stone Pavement where Pilate would eventually
appear to give his verdict. As was the custom at Passover, Pilate would
release one prisoner--the people's choice—so many were gathered to witness
the tradition and cast their vote. The Leaders came in case news would be
announced concerning Jesus. Nicodemus did not feel anything at this moment.
He just apathetically stood there, arms limp at his side, with his only friends.
When Pilate appeared, a loud chorus of cheers went up. Pilate waited
patiently for all to quiet down and then spoke in a loud voice,
"You all know why we have gathered here this morning and that is to
release a criminal, set him free from his bounds. This is done out of
the kindness of the Roman Government. You may choose one of these two
men
"
Out came a man named Barabbus and then, to the surprise of the crowd,
out came Jesus of Nazareth. When the Chief Priests and Pharisees saw this
they quickly dispersed among the crowd shouting, "Barabbus! Give us Barabbus!"
The people not knowing what to do followed their leaders. Soon, all were
shouting in unison the name of Barabbus. Nicodemus was stunned, utterly
shocked! Tears flowed freely like the Jordan down his cheeks and on to his
robes. Pilate asked the question he wanted to ask, "What should I do with
your King? He is innocent in my eyes!" The Chief Priests and Pharisees led
the throng again. This time they shouted, "Crucify Him!" The people, who
were caught up in the fury of the moment, followed like lost sheep. The
leaders had succeeded again, for Jesus was led away to be crucified.
The crowd dispersed with many going to the place named Golgotha, the
place of the Skull, to witness as spectators in an arena this gruesome
event. Nicodemus did not move from the place he was standing. He thought
that this situation of Jesus claiming to be Messiah was all cleared up, but
now doubt gnawed at him again like mice gnawing at a sack of grain.
"Had not God promised a Deliverer?," he thought.
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"This Jesus is

not the Deliverer,"

Came the rebuttal.

"He claims to be Messiah.
himself."

He has done many mighty acts.

Let him save

This debate within his mind went on for quite some time, and finally,
torn in two, Nicodemus himself slowly trudged to Golgotha. At nine o'clock
a.m., jeers arose from within the walls of Jerusalem. People lined the
street to see the spectacle. Jesus walked, back bent, head bleeding,
toward Nicodemus on his way to die. Jesus was a pitiful sight. As he
passed by, he lifted his bleeding head and looked at Nicodemus. His eyes,
large and filled with peace and contentment, glanced at the heart and
soul of Nicodemus. Feeling terribly hurt as if stabbed by daggers, he averted
the glance and looked numbly at the ground. Turning quickly, he fled the
crowds and went to a place of solace.
Oh, Nicodemus had seen many crucifixions before and had felt elation
when a common sinner had received his just punishment, but this one was
different. He could not bear to look at Jesus again. His heart was torn
asunder and he let out a wail of anguished grief. Never before had he felt
so forsaken, so lost, so out of control. He clenched his fists and began
to beat the ground. Then he struck he chest over and over again.
"I'm trapped!,"
be free!"

he yelled as a wild man.

"Let me out!

I want to

Suddenly he heard a voice. It spoke calmly and quietly and said, "So
must the Son of Man be lifted up, that everyone who will believe in him may
have eternal life." Turning quickly around to see who was there, Nicodemus
saw no one. He remembered back to that night he spoke with the one from
Nazareth. Jesus told him to believe, just believe. Finally, the reality
dawned on him. To be born again or born of the Spirit, one must believe!
"But how do I know he is Messiah?," he asked Jehovah. The prophet Isaiah's
writings burst to the foreground of his mind. Many Psalms of David shattered
his doubts to oblivion. The eyes of his heart were enlightened. He believed.
Nicodemus arose from his prostrate position as the noon hour approached.
As he stood to his feet and wiped the tears from his eyes, a loud thunder
crash resounded through the hills and then all went dark. Bewildered by
this, Nicodemus found his way back to Golgotha. The crowds were much
thinner than before because a crucifixion did not fold its exictation very
long. Nicodemus stood approximately two hundred yards away from the groaning
men. His heart ached to see them suffer so. He wondered why a more merciful
punishment could not have been devised. This thought surprised him for he
usually delighted in such an execution. While he was thinking on this, he
walked ever so slowly toward his Master. Every step took determination; his
feet seemed to be nailed to the earth beneath him. He neared the cross and
stood next to some weeping women who were with a man. The way they all wept,
he knew they loved this one dearly. Nicodemus had not yet looked upon Jesus.
He did not want to, yet his heart compelled his to do so. Slowly he lifted
his head. His gaze began at the base of the cross and slowly moved upward.
The wood was coarse and splintered with crevices pocketing it from time to
time. As his eyes moved up, he came to long, bright streaks of blood, holy
blood. Many were already darkened to a sickly black, but these were soon
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covered with more fresh, living blood still red. His eyes then encountered
the feet, the blameless feet of the Son of Man. Pain like a sharp, swift
sword pierced his heart, for he had helped drive those nails. He could
not stop gazing, his eyes seemed to be glued to the suffering God-man. Up
the trunk of the body his gaze moved with his eyes not missing a detail.
At last he reached the head. It was fallen forward on to the chest. Jesus
looked so exhausted. His eyes were closed and his mouth was moving silently
in prayer. Around that blessed head were wounds in the shape of a ringlet
created by thorns which were put together to make a mocking crown for a make
believe king. Nicodemus' wrists hurt; his feet ached; and his head pounded.
He was aghast and very, very hurt. Turning to his left, with his head held
low, he left the scene. "I have murdered him with my unbelief," he solemnly
agonized. He had not yet gone far when he heard a groan from the cross.
Turning, he remembered Jesus' earlier cry, "Father forgive them, for they
know not what they do!" Nicodemus wept as he ran.
He knew that Jesus did not have much longer to live, so her hurried to
the city to find a friend of his, Joseph of Arimathea, who was also a member
of the Council. Now Joseph had believed in Messiah long ago and because of
his following the Teacher, Nicodemus would not speak to him or be associated
with him in any way. But now, the feelings were quite different, for they
were on common ground.
Their reunion was sweet and for the first time in his life, Nicodemus
felt true friendship. Before believing in Messiah, he had had friends, but
these relationships were give and take. Just from the face of Joseph,
Nicodemus knew what true love was. Hurriedly they made plans to take care
of the body of Jesus. They did not even question his death, for they were
experiencing something fresh, something new, something real.
Joseph had a tomb, an unused tomb, that was for his burial, but he
thought it a small price to pay. Nicodemus bought the spices, linen, and
all the needed material for embalming. This, too, was just a token of
gratitude given in response to his love for Jesus. They met again at five
o'clock in the afternoon with all the things prepared. By the time they
arrived at Golgotha, news had already been heard that Jesus was dead. This
news dampened the spirits of the two comrades. Though they expected his
death, the pain still struck deep when they had to face reality.
Quickly and boldly they received permission to take charge of the body.
This would be the greatest step of faith Nicodemus would have to take in his
life. If he touched the dead body, he would become unclean and the Passover
would be ruined. In essence, he would be turning his back on all that he
had known before. The realization struck him like a lightning bolt and halted
him in his tracks. Joseph, sensing the problem, put his arm around Nicodemus
and said very tenderly, "Have you forgotten the miracles? Have you forgotten
his words of life? Have you Nicodemus, forgotten his bleeding feet?" Nicodemus
looked into his friend's eyes. The look of terror melted away as snow on a
warm day. He put his arm around Joseph, and strengthening each other, they
went to retrieve the body of their King.
Over the next few days Nicodemus was ridiculed by the other Pharisees,
his "friends." When they passed him in the street, they walked to the other
side so as to avoid all contact. If contact was inevitable, they spit upon
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him and then washed so as to become ceremonially clean once again. He was an
outcast, the black sheep, a traitor. He was also committed, at peace, and
content.
The third day after the crucifixion, Nicodemus heard many rumors concern
ing the body of Jesus. It was missing! After a quick meal, he traveled
through Jerusalem to a small apartment near the wall. The apartment looked
devoid of life, but Nicodemus knew that the eleven who traveled with Jesus
were within.
He walked up the slanted, broken down steps and knocked repeatedly on
the door. He heard a small commotion within and then slowly the door opened.
Nicodemus was welcomed into the small room. Most of Jerusalem had heard of
his change in lifestyles, including the eleven who knew the ways of Messiah.
These men would become his closest companions in the coming days. Many
others were coming to see if the body was truly missing. The ten verified
the rumor because some of them had seen the empty tomb earlier that morning.
Suddenly, there was a loud, impatient knock on the door. Before any
could think of what to do, in burst two men. Their faces radiated and joy
filled their eyes.
"It is true!," they exclaimed. "The Lord has risen and has appeared to
Simon!" They told the story of their meeting the Lord while they were walking
to Emmaus. Nicodemus' heart surged and his palms began to sweat. "Could this
be true?," he hoped. Everything within him groaned; he yearned to see Messiah
alive. Even as he contemplated this, Jesus stood before him and the whole
company. Gasps went though the assembled crowd.
Jesus said, "Peace be with you." He showed them his hands and feet and
then opened their minds so they could understand the Scriptures. He told
them, "This is what is written: The Messiah will suffer and rise from the
dead the third day, and repentance and forgiveness of sins will be preached
in his name to all nations, beginning at Jerusalem. You are witnesses of
these things. I am going to send you what my Father has promised; but stay
in the city until you have been clothed with power from on high."
Nicodemus was fulfilled. He had seen the risen Messiah. For him, life
was certain and worth living because Jehovah was alive. Life still had to be
continually sacrificed, but now there was hope, reason, and power to live
successfully for Jesus, the Messiah.

Jim Wynalda
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In Xanadu did Kubla Khan
A stately pleasurcdomedccrcc
Where Alph,the sacred river, ran
Through caverns measureless toman
Down to a sunless sea.

